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Abstract

the "manly pride that scorns concealment, and the sturdy will
that refuses to bend to coercion" [29]. Many costly or complex systems were created specifically for dealing with votes
within a parliament, offering a higher level of secrecy against
the higher usability of the frequently used system of voting by
raising one’s hand [22]. This proposed secrecy has been the
source of arguments from both citizens and party leadership,
generally aimed at keeping an elected official beholden to
their promises [14], as secrecy can both ruin transparency of
a representative and create the possibility for coercion.
One of the main sources of research and debate on political reform has been the use of audits, and the technological tools to make them easier. Errors with counting and recounting ballots are well-publicised, leading to a slew of
systems that produce both a mechanised or electronic tally
and an auditable paper ballot, from lever machines to optical scan methods [5]. Some of the improvements proposed
come in the form of small modifications to the voting process to make voting or auditing easier, such as secret-ballot
receipts [7], Scantegrity [8, 9] – an end-to-end independent
verification system that coexists with a normal ballot – or
audio audit trails [39], which seeks to improve the usability
of auditing. Others require changing the whole infrastructure by using electronic-only systems [16, 21, 25], sometimes
not even requiring polling places but instead some forms of
e-identification [41, 47].
All the systems mentioned try to improve accuracy, integrity, and prevent coercion, miscounting, ballot box stuffing
and related fraud, generally through technologically complex
means. While those were major problems up until the middle
of the 20th century [30], their scale is nowadays dwarfed by
other considerations 1 . First, manipulation of voter registration
lists [6], accessibility of voting [3] and turnout buying [26]
can be orders of magnitude above the previously mentioned
problems [5, 27, 33]. Second, familiarity with the voting sys-

Over the past two decades, fear of election manipulation and
hacking has spurred the security technology community to
propose a variety of voting systems to implement verifiable
voting. Most of these rely on complex cryptographic protocols which are neither simple nor usable, nor compatible with
paper ballots. One of the few paper-based end-to-end verifiable voting proposals, Three-Ballot, has been thoroughly
analysed and expanded as it suffered from both usability and
security weaknesses. However, all the improvements increase
the dependence on electronic devices. To make Three-Ballot a
plausible solution for single race elections, this paper proposes
three different candidate physical implementations based on
1) translucent paper, 2) masking tape, or 3) paper folding.
The methods shown are all resistant to the known attacks on
Three-Ballot while not requiring any electronic device.

1

Introduction

Voting, whether it is on a proposal in parliament or to elect
politicians, has been a driver of innovation for more than a
century, from Edison’s invention of the first electrical voting
system in 1868 [22] to the recent blockchain-based voting
system proposals [4,31,48]. Correspondingly, voter resistance
to the technological changes has followed, starting with the
40-year delay in implementing the secret ballot in the USA
after its successful introduction in Australia – from which
stems the name "Australian ballot". This resistance has come
first from elected officials wanting to keep the ability to influence and coerce, sometimes under the guise of defending
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1 This is mostly true in western democracies where the error rate is generally at least one order of magnitude lower than the margin of victory [12],
but they are still extant in many countries such as Russia [13], Honduras [15]
or Albania [11]
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tem is essential2 , and technological changes without adequate
training generally come with a strong temporary increase in
error rates [17, 19].
With people being increasingly concerned with the threat
of election hacking [28] – and legitimately so [41] – a number
of experts have warned about the lack of adequate technology [34], and there is a strong pressure to return to paperbased systems, as it is supposedly much harder for an external
adversary to massively manipulate them [24]. Unlike the USA,
some countries, such as France, are also still using paper ballots massively with little evolution in voting practice since the
early 20th century [12]. Relying only on paper poses a problem for most of the newly developed end-to-end verifiable
voting systems that guarantee the authenticity and anonymity
of all ballots. The main exception is the Pret-A-Voter system [37] which is mostly paper-based, although it does rely
on some cryptography for the decryption or re-encryption
mixnets, requiring an election authority that can potentially
be decentralised, but is still electronic.
To address these issues, we propose a system that is entirely paper-based – although it can be made more usable or
efficient through limited electronic means – based on Ron
Rivest’s Three-Ballot system [36]. This ingenious system
can be presented in many different equivalent ways, but the
simplest corresponds to 2-candidate races – although it is
generalisable to more than that. The advantage of the method
is that it makes it easy to preserve anonymity while giving
voters direct verifiability. It works by making the voters use
three simultaneous ballots, while enforcing that they vote at
least once for each candidate, thus giving at most a 1-vote
advantage to the candidate of their choice. All the ballots feature a unique identifier, and are made public after the voting
period ends. After casting three ballots – of which two cancel
each other – the voter gets a receipt for one of them, showing
who it is for and the corresponding unique identifier. As that
receipt can be for any candidate, it is impossible to guess the
voter’s choice, but as the receipts are not public, modifying
or removing ballots in the ballot box includes a high risk of
discovery.
Unfortunately the initial proposal had vulnerabilities. First,
when voting for more than a few different races, it made
unique identifying voting patterns on ballots possible, reintroducing the risk of coercion and vote-selling. This effect
and its probability of happening in real races has been studied
well in a variety of papers [1, 18, 44]. Although it poses a real
risk in places with many concurrent races3 , many countries –
such as Spain, Greece, France or Malawi [35] – don’t have
many parallel elections.

A second weakness of the system has been its low usability,
not only in the practical implementation [23, 43] but also because of the very complexity of the scheme – here requiring
voters to accurately vote 3 times, once against their selection – which is known to make it harder for voters to use
correctly [42]. Finally, the system relies on the assumption
that the ballots are all correctly filled and checked, which
is dependent on an optical scanning machine which scans
and validates the ballots without storing them, introducing
a vulnerability coming from the use of potentially insecure
hardware. The proposed solutions so far all rely on electronic
remedies either through trusted hardware [45] or online services [38].
The above problems motivate the three candidate solutions
proposed below. They are all usable physical implementations
of Three-Ballot that do not need to be checked by electronic
devices. The first candidate relies on translucent paper, allowing a voting official to check that the ballot is correctly
filled without knowing who the voter voted for. The second
is similar but simpler for the voter, with the higher usability
coming at the expense of increased manufacturing complexity
and cost. The third candidate is based on folding and holepunching and has multiple desirable properties, including
resistance even to attacks where voters film themselves in the
ballot booth, a practice sometimes authorised under the name
of "ballot selfies" [20]. As with Rivest’s original scheme, it
is possible to use optical scanning machines to check the
ballots. However, the fact that a voting official can check the
ballots without gaining information means that one doesn’t
have to rely on those machines. The ideal system might be
to have people randomly assigned to one or the other, with
discrepancies indicating probable fraud.
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Constraints

To limit the confusion of voters, the execution of any candidate protocol should be familiar, hence close to the following:
• The voter comes into the polling station, receives information and prove that they are a registered voter (e.g. by
showing the relevant ID).
• They are given instructions as to how to vote4 ;
• They obtain some physical objects if necessary (e.g. ballots, pens, envelopes, magnifiers);
• They move into a privacy booth where they can manipulate the ballot;
• If needed, a machine or a voting official checks that their
ballot (or envelope) is correct;

2 Co-existence

of redundant systems is possible, as in Estonia, but have
an adverse effect on the adoption rate [46].
3 Linked to the problems with many parallel races, having many different
candidates on a single ballot increases confusion and proximity errors, with
smaller candidates adjacent to high-ranked ones getting an additional 0.4%
of the latter’s vote [40].

4 As has been suggested [17], in the first few public uses of the system, all
users should receive detailed instructions and a test experience to show how
they can use the voting system and ask for support before they mark their
actual ballot.
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• They cast their ballot, either by inserting it into a ballot
box or by any other method.

• A central translucent rectangle split in two cells, one of
which the voter has to cover by marking over it;

Moreover, the protocols should satisfy the following constraints, in decreasing order of importance:

• A legend over each cell, indicating which candidate it
corresponds to;

1. It should not allow multiple voting: there should be no
way for a voter to give a multiple vote advantage to a
single candidate. This should hold even if some but not
all other agents (such as voting officials) are corrupt;

• A single unique but not memorable ballot segment identification method – here a bar code – under the translucent
rectangle;
• A single green dot in the top right corner of the left
ballot.

2. There should be no way for a third party to find out a
particular voter’s vote, and there should be no way for a
voter to prove that they voted a particular way, to prevent
corruption and coercion;

The receipt has a fully transparent rectangle in the same position, but otherwise the elements are the same as in the left
ballot with the vertical order reversed, with the bottom of
the receipt being slightly narrower and longer. When folded
over, rectangles should be aligned with each other, and the
green dot should be visible, with the bottom of the receipt
protruding, to be removed after the voter casts their ballots.
The instructions for the voter are as follows:

3. As a consequence of the previous constraint, if a receipt
is given, the vote indicated on it should be either chosen
by the voter or close to uniformly distributed among all
possibilities;
4. If some of the ballots are modified after being cast, voters
should have a constant probability of being able to find
out and prove that there was a modification;

• Choose whether you want to audit your ballot for A or B,
colour the corresponding cell on the left ballot, and make
an X on the corresponding cell on the receipt. colour the
cell corresponding to the other option on the right ballot.

5. A voter should not be able to prove there was a modification when there wasn’t, even if their initial ballot was
not correctly filled;

• Choose whether you want to vote for A or for B, and
colour the corresponding cell on the central ballot.

6. Finally, the whole system should not depend on any one
electronic or human agent that could change the meaning
of any ballot or count unnoticed 5 .

• Fold the three ballots horizontally, leaving the central
ballot between the two others.

The above constraints have to be supplemented by some additional concerns which are crucial to any voting system, not
just the ones considered here. The voters should be comfortable with the ballot, with its use, and be reasonably confident
whether they have used it correctly. They should also know
how to spoil their ballot and get a replacement one if they
make a mistake. Finally, they should have confidence in the
fact that they voted correctly and that their vote is private and
secure.
This forms a part of the main goal, which is then to optimise
usability and simplicity while satisfying the constraints. With
this said, we can present the first protocol.
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• Fold the receipt vertically on the same side as the ballot
it’s attached to.
• You should end up with a single stack of ballots, with no
visible bar code and a green dot visible in one corner.
The instructions can be indicated directly on the ballot
in the space left (if there is enough space, which depends
on ballot size), both textually and diagrammatically to avoid
language issues. Alternatively, it could also be printed on the
remaining space if rectangular sheets are used, but that creates
security risks if one isn’t careful6 .
The ballot must have the following properties:

Translucent ballot

3.1

• On both ends of the stack, there is a single cell that
is entirely coloured. This cell is different on each end.
Other than the cell, ballots on each end aren’t marked.

Protocol

This first protocol uses a ballot on which voters can write.
The design, as indicated in Figure 1, has three similar single
ballots side by side, with one receipt under the left ballot.
Each ballot has four different parts:

• On one side, an X is superimposed on the coloured cell,
and a green dot is visible in the corner.
6 For example, having a full rectangle and not an L-shape makes the
folding more complicated, and introduces the problem of how to handle
having translucent cells inside the instructions. As those cells could be
coloured or not, the complexity of the ballot and the number of variables to
check to prevent double-voting increases.

5 We

can reasonably assume that some voting officials should be honest,
which introduces redundancy for counting, and each of the steps should be
corroborated by a group such as one representative from each party and one
election official.
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Figure 1: The translucent ballot and on the bottom right a view of the superposition of the translucent rectangles when folded.
The three ballots and the receipt are separated by solid lines which correspond to the folds. Once folded, all the cutting lines are
aligned with the receipt sticking out, allowing the voter to keep a receipt that allows them to know their ballot was included. The
ballots are simultaneously cut and dropped in the ballot box. The only difference between the three ballots lies in the green dot
which is cut off in this process.
Once this is done, the ballots are separated from each other
with a paper guillotine, along the dotted lines. The ballots are
all cast into a ballot box7 and the voter keeps their receipt. The
ballots are then all mixed and revealed to the public (which
can be scaled by scanning them and putting them online, this
electronic part being independent of the vote).

3.2

2) Because the rectangle is translucent and there is at least
one fully coloured cell in the stack, if the correct materials
are chosen, there should be no way to discern whether it is
the second or the third layer that is coloured. Thus, finding
whether the central ballot is for A or B should not be doable.
4) The receipt is a copy of the chosen ballot, with the same
bar code. As long as ballots with receipts aren’t identifiable
from other ballots, if a ballot is modified, the receipt has a 1/3
probability of being able to prove as much.
3) and 5) The voter chooses whether they keep a receipt
for A or B. However, because the green dot has to be visible,
the X mark and the coloured cell right underneath have to
correspond to the receipt and the left ballot.
Constraint number 6) is satisfied as there is no need for any
device that could monitor or alter the vote, except potentially
for the publication – which is partially independent of the
vote – where it can be done in parallel to publicly accessible
ballots.

Constraint satisfaction

We can now check the six constraints:
1) To check the first property, the officials make sure that
there is at least one ballot that is for A, and one for B. The
last ballot doesn’t matter, as it is either valid (a vote for one
candidate), blank or entirely coloured, and the last two options make no difference. Thus, the voter can’t give a 2-vote
advantage to a candidate.
7 To

prevent problems between those two steps, the guillotine can be
integrated with the ballot box.
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3.3

Design choices

4.2

When it comes to constraint 1), the official just has to make
sure that, beneath the hole of the receipt, the left ballot only
has the corresponding piece of tape removed, which is visible
thanks to the fact that the tape covering the hole is not aligned
with the tape underneath, being diagonal.
Constraint 2) is satisfied because the official can check that,
on both sides of the ballot, a single piece of tape has been
removed.
As this design is very similar to the previous one, it fulfils
constraints 3), 4), 5) and 6) for the same reasons, but it also
has different properties, analysed further down.

Multiple design choices are relevant in this ballot, while some
are of no importance. The first important one is the barcode,
which can be considered poorly usable as it is not humanreadable. However, this is a feature in this context, as the
barcode is there to ensure three properties. The first is that
every ballot should be unique (easily done with a barcode).
The second is that it should be easy to check that the one
on the receipt and on the corresponding ballot are identical,
which is done here by aligning them. Finally, it should be
very hard for the voter to keep receipts for all three ballots.
If the unique identifiers were human-readable, and easy to
remember or copy, it would be much easier to coerce the voter
into keeping receipts for all three, for example, by writing
them down discreetly8 . Other kinds of unique identifiers could
be used, as long as they verify those properties.
The green dot, on the other hand, can be changed, as long
as there is one feature that ensures that the receipt and the
left ballot are on the same side while not being present on the
ballots that are cast in the end to prevent identifying which
ballot has a receipt.
Unlike some versions of Three-Ballot, the voter does not
choose which ballot to keep a receipt for, but instead has an
imposed ballot with a receipt on which they vote however
they want (there is a small difference analysed at the end of
the paper).

4
4.1

Constraint satisfaction

4.3

Design choices

The main goal of this design is to lower the probability of
mechanical user error that comes from having a succession
of actions to do in the previous design. The strings (which
should be of a single colour, unlike on Figure 2) are but one
method of linking together each set of masking tape. Once
again, this seemingly non-optimal choice comes from the constraint of having all ballots indistinguishable when cast. Using
alternatives like partially adhesive stickers or tear tape might
make it simpler and more usable, but creating a tape pattern
that links each set while keeping the ballots indistinguishable
is a complex endeavour. Having symmetrical tape patterns
on a recto-verso ballot is another option, but also decreases
the usability. With this design, each ballot cast has a single
piece of tape attached with a string that is cut at one end, not
revealing whether it was a left ballot or not. It is important
that the labels on each strings are indistinguishable (Audit or
Vote, instead of Audit A/Audit B). This is to ensure that they
can hang outside the ballot during the cutting/casting process,
preventing the ballots inside from being distinguishable while
not allowing officials near the ballot box to check what the
voter chose.

Taped ballot
Protocol

This is a variant of the previous ballot design which uses masking tape and string. Instead of colouring multiple translucent
cells independently, which can lead to making some mistakes,
the voter has to tear off two sets of masking tape, the pieces in
each set being linked by some string as can be seen on Figure
2. Like with the other systems in the paper, the strings also
operate as a memory aid and a guide to understanding the
system and performing the procedure reliably.
In this design, the translucent rectangles are replaced by
rectangular holes in the ballot, covered by masking tape. The
receipt has a slightly larger hole, with two strips of diagonal
masking tape that shows both sides of the underlying rectangle
when removed.
The instructions are simpler, as the voter has to make only
two actions: choose and tear off the tape of their choice on
the central ballot (corresponding to their vote), and choose
and tear the one they want to audit as well as the ones it is
attached to.

5
5.1

Punched ballot
Protocol

This last ballot stems from a different design, that seeks to
reduce the user burden by making it simpler for the voter. In
this case, the voter makes a single action to get their selection.
In its simplest form, an already folded ballot is given to the
voter who goes in a privacy booth. There, they can examine it
– and unfold/refold it if wanted – before inserting it in a metal
frame. They then come out of the booth where an official
checks that the frame is correct, before punching a hole in
the zone corresponding to the candidate of their choice. The
ballots are then separated and cast by cutting them away as
with the previous methods, while the voter keeps their receipt.

8 Some humans can read barcodes, but it is quite harder to coerce and train
someone into reading one without error and then remembering the result than
into simply writing down a number.
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Figure 2: The taped ballot. Four strings are visible (in different colours here for ease of understanding), attached to different
pieces of tape covering holes in the ballots. The voter picks one of the two audit strings and removes all corresponding tapes (by
pulling the string), and does the same with one of the two voting strings before folding the ballot as in the previous protocol. As
the holes in the receipt are bigger, it makes it easy to check that the receipt corresponds to the left ballot.
As the other two proposed candidates, the ballot has three
main parts and the receipt. By folding along the lines, the
voter can align the three ballots in two different ways, such
that two ballots are facing one way or the other. This means
that, when they punch a hole, they give two votes to one
candidate or the other.

below the central ballot.
Voting with a folded ballot means that there is an excess of
paper on one side, which is to be hidden by the metal frame
(to preserve the secrecy of on which side there is an excess of
paper, which indicates which way the ballot is folded).

5.2

If the ballot does not come pre-folded, the voter starts by
doing the mandatory folding (which corresponds to folding,
in turn, over line 5 and then line 4, each time leaving the
central ballot on top). Two options are then possible. Either
the left ballot will be facing the same direction as the central
ballot, in which case punching A on this side results in two
votes for A, or it will be facing the other direction, in which
case, because of symmetry, punching A results in two votes
for B. For the first option, the voter starts by folding line 3
over the central ballot, and then line 1 to leave the left ballot
on top. For the second option, they simply need to fold line 2

Constraint satisfaction

Constraint 1) depends on the voter not having the opportunity
to unfold the ballot and punch holes on the unfolded ballot
inside the privacy booth. As long as this is true, a single hole
is punched, which, because of the folding, creates at least one
ballot for A and one for B. If it is possible to unfold the ballot
and fold it differently (not aligned with the folding lines for
example), it becomes necessary to check alignment with the
metal frame. This can easily be done through the protruding
bits at the top of the ballot.
Constraint 2) is satisfied as, once the ballot is folded and set
6

Figure 3: The punched ballot before being folded. The voter starts by folding lines 4 and 5, in the order of their choice, leaving
the central ballot on top. They can then fold either 2 behind the central ballot or 1 behind and 3 on top of the central ballot. They
then end up with a stack of ballots with the central rectangles aligned, the receipt sticking up at the top, and empty white paper
on either the left or the right.
into the frame, there is no way to know how the third ballot
hidden inside is oriented, and the visible holes are always one
for A and the other for B.
Constraint 5) is satisfied as the receipt corresponds, by the
necessity of the folding, to the central ballot. Constraint 3) is
satisfied because the voter can choose to fold one way or another, which, combined with their choice of vote, determines
which hole is punched on the receipt. The other constraints
are satisfied as with the previous two solutions.
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official or a machine that simply measures the intensity
of light reflected through the translucent rectangle.
• It is easy to fold it correctly.
It also has a few drawbacks:
• The folding instructions are non-trivial.
• While the voter isn’t saddled with voting multiple times
for a race, the folding confronts the voter with the complexity of the Three-Ballot system.

Advantages and drawbacks of the solutions
proposed

• It requires the officials to check for translucency.
• If the rectangle is big, it might be possible to identify the
vote if they are not entirely coloured.

The translucent design has multiple advantages:

The masked ballot has similar features, but removes some
of the complexity by leaving two choices: vote A or B, and audit A or B, and pull the corresponding strings. The drawbacks
are that it requires more complex (and expensive) ballots,
and cannot be extended to concurrent races. Manufacturing
issues for the masked ballot are nontrivial and could become
a source of confusion and error if the adhesive or strings have
any uncertainty. This approach is the most open to partially
or completely unreadable ballots due to to problems such as
hanging chads, as it depends on adhesives to work and strings
not to be snagged incorrectly.

• The voter can easily choose which ballot to audit, as with
the masked ballot.
• It allows concurrent elections by having multiple voting
rectangles aligned vertically (present on the receipt in
reverse order).
• It is quite familiar to many voters – or at least more so
than the masked ballot.
• The correctness of the ballot can be checked by a voting
7

The punched ballot is – for the voter and the officials – the
simplest of the three systems, requiring only one step to set
up the ballot and one step to vote. It removes the direct choice
of who to audit by making it dependent on the orientation of
the frame. If it comes pre-folded, all there is to do is orient
it carefully and punch the correct hole. However, there are
known problems with punched ballots [5, 19], and this system
also requires a bit more equipment.
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solutions, as long as the voter – or the person spying on them
– can’t film continuously out of the privacy booth. The first
is allowing users to get back to the ballot distribution table,
spoiling their ballot, and start the whole process again (making
what happened the first time in the privacy booth irrelevant).
The second can be done with the third design, where only
the folding and inserting of the ballot in the frame is done in
the privacy booth. Once outside, the voter can easily flip the
frame, and vote differently.

Attacks on the proposed systems
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The main attacks against Three-Ballot concern either multiple
races on a single ballot [10,18] or small numbers of voters [1].
The first is avoided here by having a single race per ballot – as
is already the case in a number of voting systems. The second
is mostly a matter of choosing where to use this technology.
However, the designs shown here make certain new attacks
possible. For example, in certain cases, the receipt is easy
to see for a voting official. However, even knowing which
voter has what kind of receipt does not allow an adversary to
arbitrarily change votes, as they still have no information on
which ballot belongs to whom. It can only inform them when
a very small proportion of voters kept a receipt for candidate
A, making the attack shown in [1] a bit easier. This attack is
especially relevant on the first two designs due to the green dot
and the fact that the official is effectively checking whether
the voter is auditing A or B. As they cannot simultaneously
see the barcodes, it is a limited flaw.
A much more significant attack depends on the printing of
the ballots. As the voter does not choose which ballot (and
hence which unique identifier) gets a receipt, knowing all the
barcodes on the left-side ballot gives an adversary knowledge
over which barcodes are safe to modify and which aren’t.
There is thankfully a fix: when picking the ballot the official
gives the voter three pairs of barcodes on stickers. They then
watch as the voter puts both stickers from one pair on the left
ballot and the receipt, and one sticker from each of the two
other pairs on the remaining ballots, before shredding the two
stickers left. As the barcodes are not human-readable, this
method should be safe unless the process is systematically
filmed with good cameras.
In parallel to this, to check that the printing process happened correctly, there should be the option of taking whatever
ballot sheet is given to the voter and putting it in a pile to
be audited (either by voter choice or randomly assigned), before giving them another ballot sheet. In the case of barcode
sticker, this should happen after they are pasted on the ballots.
The discarded ballots can be checked publicly after the election to make sure that they weren’t manipulated, and should
of course be held securely in the meantime.
This brings us to what is a real vulnerability that is generally
hard to address: it is possible to prove that one voted one way
by filming the whole process, which is becoming increasingly
relevant in the age of ballot selfies [20]. There are once again

Discussion

Cryptographic solutions to improve security typically come
at a huge cost to usability, and sometimes even at the cost of
accuracy. They often require careful encoding and multiple
confusing actions. Moreover, most of the systems based on
Three-Ballot left behind the initial paper-based advantage
to use more involved electronic devices. With the systems
proposed in this paper, we sought to provide an alternative that
requires no technology more complex than a hole puncher.
The systems all have different properties, but they seek to
make the inner workings of Three-Ballot more visible and
understandable, to confront the voter and give them a better
model of the process, which can increase both compliance
and performance when dealing with secure systems [32].
Two main questions remain:
• How does one accommodate races with many different
candidates while keeping usable simple ballots?
• What is the simplest way to handle many concurrent
races?
For the former, the designs shown here can potentially
be adapted to one or two more candidates, but one quickly
gets to the geometric limits of paper folding. For the latter,
the simplest solution is to make voters vote for each race
independently, casting ballots and getting new ones repeatedly.
There is also the possibility of having a long strip of ballots
all attached to each other, but care has to be taken to prevent
someone mixing and matching: parts of one ballot could be
used to give a multiple-vote advantage on another race.
The exercise of designing such ballots is one way this paper
proposes to push opportunities for secure ballots forward,
opening the possibility of further designs which explore more
complex folding and geometrical patterns. The other is that
this paper presents actual usable ballot designs that could be
deployed today to greatly increase the actual security and
integrity of secret ballots for voters, although this is always
a complex endeavour [2]. The original author of three ballot
voting was sceptical about its practicability; this paper, then
celebrates that Three-Ballot voting can be used by people in
a simple and verifiable way.
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